
 
Things are good here, even more so after your visit! We had always been very         
disappointed with the performance of our stove, both for the radiators & the hot 
water and initially felt that the investment in buying the stove & having it fitted was 
a waste of money. However, once it became apparent that the fitting itself was the 
issue, trying to find a plumber who could make any noticeable difference proved   
almost impossible. To us, you were next but I'm delighted to say, you are the last! 
The stove itself is burning hotter, the water in the sinks is hotter & the radiators are 
now giving out heat rather than just warming up slightly and we are burning less 
fuel. The oil fired central heating is performing better. The Heat Hero you fitted    
certainly seems to have made a great difference! We're looking forward to a much 
warmer winter! 
Thanks again 
Claire,  Co. Wicklow 

 
It is now almost a year since I've had a 'Boru' solid fuel boiler stove installed in my 
home. I've been delighted with its performance and the savings I've made on my 
heating oil costs.  
However in recent months I've had my system upgraded by having a Heat Hero   
manifold installed. Since the upgrade my heating output and hot water supply has     
improved hugely. I can highly recommend Heat Hero to providing more efficiency to 
boiler stoves, increasing financial savings and providing more heat and hot water 
supply to any home." 
Ann Co. Meath 
 
 
I came across this gentleman at the ploughing championships in Sept past.  I 
thought his product was excellent & sorted a lot of problems for boiler stove                          
Installations.   There's no wiring & easy to retrofit or install on new builds. I have a 
Reginald stove in my own house which has 27 rads & most of these are doubles. The 
system is zoned so I can have the stove for upstairs or downstairs. If the two zones 
were open all the rads were lukewarm & a few with no heat at all.  I installed the 
Heat Hero a few weeks ago & I can honestly say it's unreal.   No prob heating all 27 
rads & loads of hot water.  
Noel 
 
 

We had an Evergreen Stove with a boiler that never worked well. I had already had 
three different plumbers out to the house to work on the central heating but still 
the radiators never got hot enough no matter how much fuel we put into the stove. I 
was going to get a new stove because I thought it must be the stove that's at fault. 
Art was recommended to me, so I called him. He told me he could fix it by fitting the 
Heat Hero and a week later he came and fixed it. My stove is working as it should be 
and I am getting great heat from all of my radiators and lots of hot water and I am 
burning much less fuel than ever before. I couldn't be happier with the results. 
Thank you! 
MaureenCo. Louth 
 
 
I had my boiler stove fitted with ‘Heat Hero’ and my gas bills have been reduced by 
75% for the same calender period. Heat Hero works for me and my bills can prove it. 
Emilian Petrescu 
Castlebellingham, Co Louth 
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Our cooker never heated all of our radiators very well. Radiators that are part of an 
extension at the end of our house never got hot enough. We contacted Art and he      
installed the Heat Hero. It sorted out our heating and he also fitted a 17kw inset boiler 
stove. We are delighted with the difference, we now have hot radiators throughout the 
whole house and we love our stove. 
Noel and Nora Co. Monaghan 
 
 
This is just a short note to say many thanks for taking the time to sort out my heating. 
I live in a 5 Bedroom house and it was costing me about 3,000 Euro every year on oil to 
heat the house in the morning and evening time only. I also had a back boiler that only 
heated the room that it was in. I got talking to Art and he helped me to get the heating 
up and running in the house. He installed the Heat Hero and put a firefront door on the 
back boiler. He also fitted a timer to that I can heat upstairs and downstairs separate-
ly with my back boiler. I am getting plenty of heat day and night from my back boiler 
and am now using a lot less oil than before. I am so grateful for this great job. I even 
have to open the door to let some of the heat out! 
Geraldine Co. Monaghan 

 
 

We are very happy with the new stove you installed and the new heat hero system 
We found over Christmas using the Stove we had great heat from all the rads on the 
ground floor and even when we opened the valve for upstairs had great heat in all rad 
upstairs too. We've found having hot water all the time from using the new system. 
We've also found using the oil Burner with the new heat hero system we have brilliant 
heat from all the rads ground floor and upstairs in a short space of time, so much more 
Quicker than the old system. We have no problem recommending your stove range and 
the heat hero system to anyone well worth our heating system has never been better!! 
Yours Thankfully 
Pat Mckeown 
 
 
I had a stove installed in July 2015 and I am extremely pleased with how it has worked 
in our home. What I found in comparison to other systems family and friends have is 
that with the heat hero system the radiators are at full temperature within 15 minutes 
with no boost needed by oil, it has proven to be really cost effective I would highly    
recommend this system to everyone. 
Pat Finnegan 
 
 

Our stove never really worked that well. As well as heating radiators, it was supposed 

to heat water. We contacted Art and he installed the Heat Hero system. It sorted out 

heating problems and now the stove is operating at its full potential. We are delighted 

with the improvements and now have hot water throughout the whole house. We 

would recommend Art and the Heat Hero system to anyone. 

Eamonn and Noeleen 

 

Hi Art, Well happy with product and brilliant job done all round, No hesitation in      
recommending Heat Hero to anyone. 
 Many Thanks 
Christopher  
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